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GM INFORMATION
THIS SCENARIO SHOULD NOT
BE RUN COLD
Please read this scenario thoroughly before
attempting to run it.
A four-hour time block is allocated for
playing this adventure. It should take three
hours of actual play to complete.
It is a good idea to request that the players
have name tags. The tag should have the
player's character’s name at the bottom,
and the character's name, gender, race,
duty and motivation at the top. This makes it
easier for the players to keep track of who is
playing which character.
Some of the text in this scenario is written
so that you may present it as written to the
players, while other text is for your eyes
only. Text for the players will be in bold
italics. It is strongly recommended that you
paraphrase the player text, instead of
reading it aloud, as some of the text is
general and must be adapted to the specific
situation or to actions of the player
characters. All bulleted information is just
that, pure information. Feed it to the players
through an NPC when appropriate, as
sometimes reading it straight just doesn’t
sound right.
Players will have Module Tracking Sheets
that need to be filled out at the end of the
game, which is to keep track of certain
circumstances and events for future GM’s to
create a better roleplaying experience for
the player. Important information to be
included in the game will be listed at the
beginning of the module, and information

that needs to be recorded will be listed at
the end of the module. Please fill out the
GM tracking sheet attached to the end of
this module and return it to the Campaign
Coordinator. If you need an electronic
version of the form, please contact the
Campaign Administrator or Campaign
Coordinator (e-mail addresses are available
on the website).
Duty, Obligation, Morality Awards and
Penalties
This adventure contains suggested Duty,
Obligation, and Morality awards (and
penalties) for dealing with the challenges
presented herein. However, at times the
players may take extra actions which the
GM judges worthy of additional reward or
punishment. Please consult the Edge of the
Empirem Age of Rebellion, and Force and
Destiny books for the relevant tables.
Specifically, be mindful of the performing
PC’s current relevant statistic when meting
out rewards and punishments.
Reminder: This module is intended for
entertainment purposes; this means that the
goal is to provide an enjoyable playing
experience for the players. The events of
the module should be challenging, so as to
ensure the players have a sense of
accomplishment, but the mechanics
presented here are, ultimately, guidelines. If
adjustments are necessary to adapt to the
specific group of players, it is suggested
that care should be taken to ensure the
player characters do have a reasonable
chance of achieving their goals (or at least
of achieving an entertaining failure).
Remember that the GM has the final word
at the table, and use that power with
discretion and consideration.
All text the GM should read aloud should
be in Bold, Italicized font
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All text that is meant to be GM only. For
scenarios that will have a variable outcome,
tables will be used such as the following:

head and traffic zips beneath
walkways above and below. You have
name, Gorant, and an address for the
office he’s renting. How hard could it
be?

Act 1: The Office
Every brave soldier needs equipment
and every informant needs a reward.
Credits make the galaxy run and the
Rebel Alliance is no different. Your
recent successes have prompted
Crix Madine to send you to
Vandelheim to meet with a contact
representing one of the Senators
backing the Alliance. Presumably an
easy mission, it is still vitally
important that you retrieve the funds
he will deliver. With a highly popular
series of races taking place all across
the manufacturing planet, the timing
couldn’t be better for a group to slip
in under the radar.
The flight to Vandelhelm is
uneventful and the quiet creaking of
the YT-1300 ‘Harrier’ is almost
familiar at this point as it travels
through the stars. You are just
another trader arriving on the planet
to exploit the increased traffic and
make a quick credit of your own…
which is almost true. Your datapad
makes a soft chime as time-release
information unlocks itself at almost
the exact moment the Harrier settles
down on a moderately stable landing
platform in a sector of the planet that
seems like a younger Coruscant.
Buildings stretch high above your

The trip to their contacts office is
relatively uneventful is the PCs decide
to go straight there. They can either rent
public transport at 25 Credits per person
or they can simply walk there. Gorant
has a nondescript office in the dead
center of the nearest trade district. The
players are bombarded by a truly
ridiculous amount of advertising for the
‘Seven Hundred and Thirtieth Metal
Cup,’ a series of races through the
streets of the planet. The players can
ask their cab driver for details on the
event. If they choose to walk, they will
encounter a human with a garish racing
shirt and a miniature airspeeder
attached to an oversized glove who can
eagerly answer any questions they
have.
Possible Player Questions:
“What is the race?”
“Only one of the biggest events of
the year. Racers ride swoop bikes
through a series of marked courses
on the city streets. The challenge
comes from the tight confines and
the fact that the entire route is not
closed, only a certain range of
altitudes that changes throughout the
course.”
“What do the winners receive?”
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“Other than the prize money at the
end of each race, the racer who
comes out on top of the entire series
wins a custom SU-40 High
Performance Airspeeder.”
“Isn’t that dangerous? Why do people
even travel along the race route?”
“Part of the appeal for the race is the
danger! Rubbing is racing and it is a
way for racers to prove themselves.
It’s almost a tradition now to try and
take the raceways when there is a
race going on.”
“Who can enter the race?”
“Anyone! Racers from all over try to
win events like this and use it as a
ticket to the Core. Newcomers have
to compete in preliminary races
before the main events but the entry
fee is modest.”

“Nice to meet you! I’m afraid Gorant
isn’t in right now but I can take a
message if you’d like.”
This is Nayla’sven or, as she introduces
herself to the party in Basic, Nayla Sven
and she acts as Gorant’s secretary. She
will field any questions the players have
with cheerful politeness that never
wavers and an Average (◊◊) Perception
check will reveal that this is a
combination of professionalism and a
genuine cheer.
If the party does not identify themselves
as agents of the Rebellion, Nayla will
look at her computer and add:
“If you’d like to take a seat, I’m sure
he’ll be in soon. He is usually very
punctual but with the races in town, I
guess he was just held up.”
If the players have questions, Nayla will
do her best to answer but Gorant keeps
the
“What does Gorant do?”

“Where do I enter?”
“The race headquarters are in the
headquarters of Performance
Dynamics, the company who founded
the race.”
After the players make their way to
Gorant’s office, read the following:
When they finally arrive at Gorant’s
office, the party finds a small office
with a waiting room occupied by a
cheerful Twi’lek. Her clothing is
modest and professional but she
greets the party with a broad smile.

“Gorant acts as a representative for
several former Senators who have
holdings or investments here on
Vandelhelm. Sometimes showing up
in person can get answers faster than
a message sent all the way from the
Core.”
Any other questions directed at Nayla
will be met with the same cheerful
politeness. She doesn’t know the details
about his work but, if asked what type of
person Gorant is, she will answer
eagerly.
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“He’s very decent, especially for a
Chevin. He still goes out of his way to
earn credits whenever he can from
wherever he can get them but he
sticks to mostly legitimate methods.
Its why he represents the Senexcuse me, former senators in their
business this far out in space. He
says it’s easier to earn money as a
middle man.”
An Easy Xenobiology check will remind
players that the Chevin as a race are
often slavers in addition to whatever
else they pursue. If asked whether or
not she’s free, Nayla will recite her
response as if she’s answered it dozens
of times before:
“The boss doesn’t condone slavery
like most of his kind do. He actually
purchased several Twi’leks a few
years ago and set us free before
offering us jobs as actual employees.
I accepted, obviously.”
This has resulted in an unusual
friendship between a former slave and a
race known for trafficking in slaves.
At some point during these questions or
if the party decides to leave, the door
they entered from will slam open and
Gorant himself will limp in. It is clear to
even the most obtuse player that
someone has worked the large alien
over with brutal simplicity. Bruises and
cuts cover the alien’s large body and
one of his eyes is swollen shut. He will
pause for a moment to regard the party,
who Nayla will identify as ‘his (thirty

minutes ago in real world time)’
appointment.’ The merchant will grunt
once and motion towards his office with
a weary, “Come inside. I know who
you are.” He will not say more until the
players are inside his office and the door
is closed.
The personal office of the Senate
representative is far more luxurious than
the waiting room would indicate. Any
sort of appropriate Average skill check
(Perception, Knowledge, Streetwise,
etc) will confirm that there is absolutely
no way someone in Gorant’s position
could afford some of the things in this
room. His desk is made from a type of
Wroshyr tree with amber colored veins
running through the wood. The floor to
his office is entirely covered in a fine rug
from Naboo with an intricate depiction of
the planet’s open plains dominating the
center of the room.
He will all but collapse into a chair
behind his large desk and regard the
player’s silently for a moment before
speaking.
“I assume you are here about Mr.
Madine’s account. Do not worry, we
cannot be overheard here. I had
secured the funding he is owed but
there has been a small hitch. The
encrypted credit chip is in the hands
of a local gangster. The codes to
unlock it are being delivered to Crix
by another courier but the credits
themselves are on the chip.”
Obviously the players will have
questions. Gorant will tell them the truth
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without even trying to lie but is clearly
reluctant about doing so. The reason
why is obvious when he explains:
“As you know, the local races will
start soon. Some of the qualifiers
have already taken place and I put a
small bet on one of the favored
prospects. Unfortunately, he didn’t
finish the race because another
opponent cheated. I didn’t want to
pay, of course, and I was robbed on
my way here.”
If asked about the races, Gorant will
bring the players up to speed on the
races mentioned above, with one more
detail.
“Most of the racers who don’t have
some sort of corporate sponsors
usually go to one gang or another to
help cover their entry fees.”
Gorant will identify the man leading the
gang who robbed him as Corlo Danse.
Strangely, he even knows where Danse
runs his gang from.
“Corlo holds court in the Spiral Arm
Cantina. The place is a hive of scum
and villainy that could have been
pulled straight from Nar Shaddaa.
Corlo’s bookies put out some of the
highest stakes betting for the races
each year and that has drawn them
some measure of immunity from
local law enforcement. I can’t be seen
there but surely a group such as
yours can retrieve the credit chip.”

Gorant will be hesitant to talk about the
details of his own bet or robbery until
players pass a Difficult (◊◊◊) Coercion
or Charm roll to convince him to own
up to his mistake. Add a setback die if
the players threaten to reveal Gorant’s
actions to the Rebellion or his
employers but add a boost die if they
approach him with any sort of
understanding, genuine or not.
If they succeed, he reveals the
following:
“As you can see,” he begins as he
gestures around his lavish office, “I
like the finer things in life. While I like
the work I do, I can’t afford the
lifestyle I want so I… supplement my
income whenever I can. The racer I
bet on was guaranteed and I offered
up the encrypted chip as collateral
for a much larger return on the
investment. When the racer crashed,
I panicked and fled the cantina.
Corlo’s goons caught me on my way
here and took the chip. I can’t even
go near the Spiral Arm anymore with
all the muscle guarding him there.”
Gorant is unapologetic about his
methods, only that he used the chip in
his bet. He will happily give the players
a map of the surrounding cityscape and
clear directions to the Spiral Arm so that
they can go about retrieving the funds
he lost.
Without much else to say and nothing
he’s willing to give the party to help (not
even the antique blaster from the Clone
Wars mounted on the wall), he will
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dismiss the party with every expectation
they will do their duty and clean up his
mess for him.
The party can take Gorant at his word or
try to find a less public place to confront
the gangster. There are several ways for
them to get the location of Corlo’s
apartment:
A Average Streetwise check will allow
players to identify the gang markings
that indicate where Corlo’s territory
gives way to another gang and spot the
gang members of both groups hanging
out on either side of this ‘border.’
A Daunting (◊◊◊◊) Streetwise check
will let them ask around and find a rival
gang member willing to give up the
address for a chance at being rid of
some competition. The Devaronian they
are led to is missing an eye and half of
one horn and will visibly bristle at the
mention of Corlo’s name.
“Yeah, Corlo. I know ‘im. The bastard
took my eye a few years back. I’ll tell
you where he is if you promise to put
a little hurt on him when you get
there.”
A Difficult (◊◊◊) Computers check will
let them dig up the address from public
records. This is less hacking and more
searching through the yellow pages to
find the correct person.
If they decide to follow him when he
leaves the Spiral Arm it will take a
Difficult (◊◊◊) Stealth Check to do so.

If the party decide to confront Corlo at
the Spiral Arm, advance to Act 2
If they decide to follow him to his home,
go to Act 3

Act 2: Start Your
Engines

The party can make it to the Spiral Arm
easily with Gorant’s directions. Their
surroundings become more and more
dilapidated as they proceed into lower
levels that are almost stereotypical with
how many gang markings cover the
area. As they pass through one
particular hallway, a particular patch of
brown water reminds them of Sadia
Station, but memories of that station
fade quickly when they find the Arm
itself.
The Spiral Arm is a large open air
cantina parched on a metal platform
extending over a busy ‘street.’
Speeders, transports, and other craft zip
along above and below the cantina
itself. The bar is one of the only
sheltered places in the entire
establishment and several overworked
bartenders of various alien races hurry
about to serve drinks to a clientele that
could be generously described as
‘rough.’ An Average (◊◊) Streetwise
Check will reveal several of the patrons
are actually sentries and are positioned
in a loose circle around a large table in
the center of the Cantina. A human and
a Duros are lounging there and are
clearly taking bets from an intermittent
stream of gamblers. The human is Corlo
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Danse and the Duros is one of his
bookies.
Corlo is a pragmatist to an extreme and
is incredibly self-serving. Observing him
for any length of time will reveal that he
is also a gambler in his own right and
encourages anyone who approaches his
table to bet on particularly risky racers.
Asking around about him in the Cantina
will be an Average (◊◊) Roll of a skill
appropriate to how the players ask.
Bribery works just as well as Charm
here. If the players generate more than
Three Threat at a time while they ask,
Corlo will leave his table and approach
the party on his own. There are no
differences in the skills used save that if
the players use Coercion it will only take
one Threat to draw Corlo’s attention.
Otherwise he will began watching them
after the first Threat is generated.
● Corlo Danse is a businessman
and entrepreneur as much as a
criminal. He has made a habit of
‘investing’ in people, notably
racers and musicians, who are
looking for a way to jumpstart
their careers in exchange for
repayment with interest at a later
date.
● He will often take alternate forms
of payment if someone in his debt
doesn’t have the money required
to pay up, most frequently favors
to help one of his other ‘projects’
get started.
● One of the reasons Corlo has
avoided law enforcement is that
he operates in a grey area.
Gambling isn’t illegal and his

actual criminal activities are
handled elsewhere. Having
influential people owing him
favors also gives him
considerably more ways to
discreetly bribe officials than
most gangsters.
Simply approaching Corlo is enough to
prompt a conversation with him. He is
genial enough but his eyes are quick to
take in whatever visible weaponry the
players are carrying.
“Here to make a bet, are you? I
haven’t seen you lot around here
before. Do you have a particular racer
you want to waste your money on or
would you like to take some free
advice from a local?”
Corlo will happily discuss the intricacies
of the race with players. He’s backing a
Xexto racer named Denith’an and will
hype the racer up to absurd degrees.
When the players reveal the reason they
are there, Corlo’s demeanor will change.
He will lean forward and lose all signs of
casual friendliness. His tone is all
business when he finally responds to
the players.
“Here about Gorant and his useless
chip, are you? I should have figured
he wouldn’t leave his employer’s
money on just any chip but I never
expected him to be stupid enough to
gamble it away. Shame about his
racer’s engine malfunction.”
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Corlo isn’t willing to just hand over the
chip even if he can’t get access to the
credits stored inside. He knows its value
and is intent on getting something out of
the exchange. He will rebuff all players
who argue otherwise and will ask them
to leave if they keep it up.

The party can reapproach Corlo again
but he will rebuff them until they accept
his offer.

Corlo is willing to bet the chip on
something else. If the party asks what
he will accept for the chip Corlo will
settle back in his seat and grin.

Corlo’s attitude will shift to eager
cheerfulness if the party accepts and he
will lean forward to brief the player
chosen to be the pilot in an excited
voice.

“I’d rather have credits but since
you’re here, I can guess that won’t
happen. I have a wager for you
instead. Racing is a pretty big sport
around here in case you couldn’t
already tell and I’ve had a recent
opening.
One of my racers decided that the
sport was ‘too dangerous’ and won't
race. The problem is that I have some
credits of my own riding on this and
now I need to find someone insane or
desperate enough to fill in. Any of
you interested?”
Corlo will accept anyone the party puts
forward but will note how unlikely
survival will be for any PC who has
fewer than two ranks in Piloting
(Planetary).
If the party refuses, Corlo will scowl and
shake his head in disappointment.
“That’s a shame. Move along, then.
I’ll hang onto the chip until you or
Gorant can pay up.”

If the players leave Corlo here, their only
choice to get the chip will be to find
where he keeps it and steal it.

“That’s good! Great, even. Listen up.
The qualifier starts tomorrow so you
won’t have long to get ready but I
already have a bike for you. She’s a
little finicky but everyone I let ride her
has won more than they’ve lost and
she’s never been wrecked.”
If there is more than one member of the
party who wants to race, Corlo will look
to the Duros beside him for a moment
before nodding.
“We can get all of you something to
ride, no problem. But to be clear, I get
all of your winnings. That means any
of you who place in the top three pay
up and you leave with your chip.”
A Daunting (◊◊◊◊) Negotiation check
will allow the party to convince the
gangster to let them keep some of their
winnings but he will only offer them
1000 credits pet racer as opposed to a
flat percentage.
He will also offer an alternative if the
party only has one person racing or if
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their candidate doesn’t meet his
approval.
“If you’re worried about winning, you
can always try to work the crowd. Get
them to bet on our guy and I’ll make a
killing either way.”
Corlo will then pass the chosen racers
each a datapad with the race course
mapped out. It is a twisting design that
weaves through city streets at various
altitudes with several straightaways to
allow for high speed passes. Traffic is
not diverted away from the lanes during
the race but is restricted to traveling
above and below them. There are also
no rules about racers staying within
these altitudes but doing so usually
offers a negligible advantage at insanely
high risk.
The address for the garage is also on
the datapad. The bike is a heavily
modified and uses the stats of the
Generic Airspeeder in Edge of the
Empire but has a Speed of 4, Handling
+1, and HT -1 due to its modifications.
Once their business is concluded, Corlo
will be eager to dismiss the party, ready
to make money on his newly acquired
talent.
The party has the rest of the day to do
whatever they think they must to
prepare for the race. They can work on
the airspeeder, return to inform Gorant
of their activities, or explore the city.
Working on the airspeeder requires a
Hard Mechanics Check to inspect
because of the modifications done to it.

The airspeeder is a solid piece of
machinery but the modifications leave
much to be desired. It will run without
any issues but there are several
inefficient reroutes or shunts throughout
the bike. Correcting these is a Daunting
(◊◊◊◊)Mechanics Check. Doing so will
allow the player riding the vehicle to
upgrade one Piloting Check made with
the vehicle.
Continue to Act 4 (pg12) unless players
still intend to try and steal the chip
beforehand, in which case proceed to
Act 3

Act 3: Knock Knock
Corlo’s apartment is situated near the
top of an apartment complex that is only
a few steps below luxurious. While there
is no security at the entrance, the door
to Corlo’s room is guarded by two
armed guards. The apartment across
the hall is occupied by more gang
members who can be heard playing
cards or loudly commenting on a race
currently being broadcast.
Simply walking up and asking to see
Corlo requires a Daunting (◊◊◊◊)
Charm, Persuasion, or Intimidate
Check. These guards have orders not
to disturb Corlo unless absolutely
necessary.
Any attempt to force their way into the
room will trigger a fight with the pair of
guards and their reinforcements across
the hall. The guards both use Barabel
Enforcer stat blocks (EoE pg. 392).
Their reinforcements are (Party Size –
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1) gang members using Aqualish Thug
stat blocks (EoE pg. 391) and another
Barabel Enforcer if there are 6 or more
players.
Getting the door open after the fight
requires a Difficult (◊◊◊) Computers
Check or a Hard Skulduggery Check
to slice or pick the door open. Any
attempt to break it down will make it
clear that the portal is reinforced and will
take several minutes of loving attention
from a plasma cutter to get open.
Either way once the party is inside,
Corlo’s apartment actually resembles
Gorant’s office. Antiques and art are
displayed with an odd amount of pride
for a common criminal and the furniture
is all matched and expensive. Corlo
himself is in the common area of the
apartment and his attitude largely
depends on how the party gained
access to him.

First Corlo will attempt to get the party to
fill in for his absent racer. He will offer
them the same deal as if they’d gone to
the cantina: PCs may race and hand
over their winnings to him in exchange
for the chip. See the Spiral Arm section
above if they accept.
If the party doesn’t bite, he will actually
listen to what they have to offer. Corlo
will negotiate to trade the credit chip. He
will haggle until the party achieves at
least three successful opposed checks
against him. Triumphs can be used to
upgrade the party’s next check once
while more than three threat on any of
the checks will add a black dye to the
rest of the negotiation.
Corlo will be reluctant to hand over the
chip, even if it is useless to him at the
moment, and if the party succeeds he
will sigh and down the rest of his drink in
obvious frustration.

If they persuaded the guards to let them
in he will have exactly as many glasses
of liquor laid out on a low table for each
party member and will be smiling
amicably.

“Alright, alright. You can have the
damn chip but you tell Gorant that I’d
better not see one inch of that huge
snout of his near my club. We’re
done.”

“I don’t know who you are but you
obviously want something from me.
Have a seat and we can talk about it.”

He will go back to his room and retrieve
the chip from a locked safe set in the
wall. When the party takes it from him
he will resist slightly before letting go of
the large amount of encrypted credits
and hurrying them out the door.

The following is effectively a negotiation
for the credit chip. Using the Spaceport
Administrator stat block (EoE Pg. 398)
plus an additional rank of Nobody’s
Fool,.

Any attempt to physically assault him
after this point will trigger the guards
from outside to rush in and enter
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initiative with Corlo. The reinforcements
across the hall will arrive on Round 2.
If the party forced their way in, the
criminal will be taking cover behind the
doorway to his sleeping quarters and
will shout at the party as they enter the
common room.
“I don’t know who you think you are
but you’ve made a huge mistake.
You’ve got maybe two minutes
before more of my boys get here.”
This is actually true. Corlo called backup
as soon as the party began forcing their
way in through the door and more
gangsters are a few short minutes away.
Mechanically, allow the players five
actions (intimidating Corlo, searching his
room, etc) before they hear
reinforcements enter the hall outside.
Intimidating Corlo to hand over the chip
is not easy and requires two opposed
Coercion Checks, first to get him to
show the players where his safe is and
another to actually get him to open it.
The only reason he gives in at all is to
stay alive but Corlo is very vocal about
the players’ chances to get out alive.
If the players kill Corlo and haven’t
found the safe, it will take a Difficult
(◊◊◊) Perception Check to locate the
safe at the back of his room. The safe
itself requires a Daunting (◊◊◊◊)
Skulduggery Check to open as it is an
entirely physical lock. Players can
repeat this check until they open the

safe for as long as they have time. If
they generate Four threat or a Despair
during any retries, the players lose an
additional action before the gang
reinforcements arrive.
The players are free to leave once they
have the chip but whether or not they
are pursued will depend on how they
retrieved it. If they negotiated with Corlo
then they are free to return to Gorant.
Otherwise they will be pursued when
they attempt to leave. A pair of Barabel
Enforcers, stat block (EoE pg. 392),
and a gang boss using the Pirate
Captain stat block (EoE pg 392) attack
the party either after their fifth action in
the apartment or on their way out of the
apartment.
With the chip in hand, they are free to
leave.

Act 4: Race Day
The day of the race is hectic. The
hangar that marks the start and finish
line is crowded with gamblers, officials,
and spectators. Racers are expected to
present themselves and their vehicles
for inspection while the audience
mingles and places their final bets. The
air hums with the rumble of powerful
engines and a nervous energy
permeates the air as racers steady
themselves and gamblers clutch tickets
anxiously.
Standing out notable and placed
squarely in the first position, a Dug
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makes final adjustments to his
airspeeder. As the PCs settle into
position he will turn around and sneer at
them before pulling a pair of goggles
over his eyes and mounting his vehicle.
Any PC who aren’t racing will be forced
to separate from the racers soon after
they arrive. This is when they can begin
working the crowd through a series of
Charm rolls can be used to work the
crowd and encourage onlookers to
gamble away their hard earned credits.
Again, three rolls are required at
difference stages of the race and will be
noted where appropriate.
The racers themselves are set in their
start positions randomly. The players
racing all start in the middle of a pack of
10 other competitors. Beaten up
speeders sit next to sleek performance
models with no regard for a balanced
competition. Every single person settled
on their speeder want the same thing; to
qualify for the main races and they’ll do
anything to get it.
An announcer’s voice suddenly booms
out across the hangar as a Twilek with
dark purple skin and dressed in a stylish
(if cheap) suit struts out to stand in front
of the assembled airspeeders.
“Welcome to our first qualifier of the
day! The first three people across the
finish line today will advance to the
main races and their real shot at fame
and fortune. Of course, we know who
the solid bet for the race is! I have my
money on Sebulba, the renowned

pod racer here for his first entry into
the Metal Cub!”
At the mention of his name the Dug,
Sebulba, will stand on his airspeeder
and bask in the crowd’s cheers. He will
sit back down as the announcer begins
speaking and the gate barring the
hangar entrance swings open.
“We’ve received confirmation that the
lanes are clear and I know better than
to keep you waiting, so let’s race!”
A series of lights along the exit to the
hangar flare up with brilliant red as a
buzzer drowns out the excited shouts of
an anxious crowd. Racers all around the
players tighten their helmets or make
final adjustments to their vehicles as the
crowd falls to an expectant hush. The
lights change and flash yellow once.
Twice. Three times and then after a
second that stretches for an eternity for
some, finally glows a vibrant green.
Engines and repulsors roar to life and
the race is on.
The qualifier itself is a pair of races
handled in a series of increasingly
difficult rolls that all have some modifiers
for actions the players can do. If any are
not listed here then it is up to the GM to
adjust them as needed. Players can
spend advantage per the Core Book
rules to gain insights about how their
opponents are racing or certain aspects
of the course.
There are three ‘positions’ a player can
be in: The lead, the pack, or the rear.
Succeeding at a check will advance
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them from one to the other similar to
moving between range bands. Failing a
check will move them back one. If they
fail checks while in the rear, their
airspeeder takes one Hull damage.
Unless otherwise noted, one Despair or
Three Failure will cause a racer to fall
back one position. Otherwise the race is
too fluid and chaotic to determine clear
standings.
Sebulba is an experienced racer and is
one of the two racers the players will
compete against.
Sebulba: 4 Agility, Presence 3.
Piloting(Planetary) 3, Cool 3
Sebulba will take any chance to get
ahead if he is behind a player.
Ignis is an amateur racer on his first
race. The young Rodian aiming to make
a name for himself, he’ll play it safe at
first before trying to pass in stages 3
and 4 of the race.
Ignis: 3 Agility, 2 Presence.
Piloting(Planetary) 1, Cool 2
The first check for Racers is during the
mad scramble to exit the hangar’s
doors. While spacious, they cannot
accommodate every speeder trying to
leave at once and players must make an
Average (◊◊) Coordination Check to
navigate the clustered vehicles at the
start of the race.
Modifiers:

● If a player wants to play it
dangerously and accelerate
through, upgrade the check once.
● If a player wants to play it safe
and stay in the back of the pack,
upgrade their check once.
● Any well described way to avoid
the cluster or navigate it should
result in a boost die.
If a player has One Triumph or Three
Success, it will put them at the front of
the pack after the scramble. Only One
Success is required if a player upgraded
their check to try and gain an
advantage.
After this is done, the other players can
begin their work on the crowd. The
energy is high and with no clear winner
in sight it is fairly easy to persuade
individuals to put their money on a
specific racer. Any player trying to do so
must make an Average (◊◊) Charm
Check to sway some of the crowd. If
their racer rolled any Despair, upgrade
the difficulty once. The person making
the check must choose one racer to
sway bets to per check, regardless of
how many PCs are racing.
The hype men must also keep track of
their success and triumphs for the end
of the race.
The second leg of the race is a series of
winding turns through the streets.
Aircars and transport craft zip by above
and below the pack as racers maneuver
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for the best position. Handling their bike
is the most critical part of this section
and players must make a Difficult (◊◊◊)
Piloting (Planetary) check to remain
where they are in the pack.
Modifiers:
● Players can attempt to pass
above or below the ‘official’ race
lanes. Doing so adds one boost
die and two setback die as they
try to dodge either oncoming or
the slower vehicles in the other
lanes. If they fail this check, the
racer takes an addition point of
hull damage as they narrowly
avoid collision and leave some
paint on a passing hauler.
● Again players may choose to
drive recklessly, ‘drifting’ around
corners and accelerating to gain
as much ground as they can.
Upgrade their check once if they
choose to do so.

One Triumph or Three Success will
allow players to pull to the front of the
pack here as well. Only one is required
if they braved traffic or otherwise took a
risk to upgrade their check.
Players maintaining their position, be it
at the front, middle, or rear, only need
One Success to stay there.
If a player in the rear of the pack rolls
Two Triumph here, they push
themselves and their bike to the limits

and roar out ahead of the pack, skipping
ahead two positions.
Now that positions are becoming clearer
and the real contenders are making
themselves known, the rest of the party
has to get to work. A Difficult (◊◊◊)
Charm Check can be used to sway
more gamblers, even some who had
already had their eye on other racers, to
drop their money on the party’s
representative. Once again, upgrade the
difficulty if the racer they are trying to
sell rolled a Despair. Additionally add a
setback die if they are not in the lead.
The third section of the race is a long
straightaway with ample room for
acceleration as the racers climb the side
of a building towards the final leg of the
race. Players must contend with
maintaining their balance on the slender
airspeeders while other contestants try
to maneuver around them and, in some
cases, forcibly ram them out of the way
with another Difficult (◊◊◊) Piloting
(Planetary) Check.
Modifiers:
● Players who decide to try and
ram another racer upgrade their
check by one and take one hull
damage regardless of whether or
not they succeed. Failure inflicts
another point of hull damage
● Players can again try to
accelerate recklessly but it will
not give them as much of an
advantage on the straightaway.
Everyone is doing the same
thing. The attempt will only give
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the check a blue die in this
section.
It will take one Triumph or Five success
for players to pull ahead and change
position in this stretch. Everyone can
reach their top speed in this section and
it will come down to skill and precision to
gain an advantage.
Players maintaining their position, be it
at the front, middle, or rear, need Three
Success to stay there.
If a player in the rear of the pack rolls
Two Triumph here, they push
themselves and their bike to the limits
and roar out ahead of the pack, skipping
ahead two positions.
The same difficulties for the players
persuading gamblers apply here.
Another Difficult (◊◊◊) Charm Check
will funnel even more money towards
Corlo and his bookies. Add a Setback
die as usual if the racer involved in the
bet is not in the league.
The final leg of the race is a harrowing
plunge down a series of
decommissioned supply shafts. The
howl of engines echo in the metal tubes
as the racers zip around turns and
dodge abandoned equipment and
neglected infrastructure. The final check
for the race is a Daunting (◊◊◊◊)
Piloting (Planetary) Check as every
competitor pushes themselves to the
limit. Some racers wipeout here as they
plow into hanging beams or misjudge
turns and slam into walls.

Modifiers:
● Driving recklessly here is a given.
Instead, players can attempt to
take narrower side tunnels as
shortcuts. These routes are
sometimes barely large enough
for the player and their speeder.
Upgrade their check once if
players attempt to take the
shortcut. Failure inflicts one hull
damage.
● Players can ram their opponents
here as well but the narrow
confines of the tunnels makes
this riskier. The attempt inflicts
one hull damage and adds two
setback die.

Players in the middle of the back who
rolled at least four Success advance
one position. This might cause them to
pull into a winning position at the last
moment.
Players who roll Two Triumph can
streak up from the back of the back,
weaving through the tunnels like a
demon and often coming within inches
of disaster as they reach a leading
position ahead of the pack.
This is the last chance for the other
players to influence the betting. A
Daunting (◊◊◊◊) Charm Check is
required to sway those who remain.
With the race nearing completion,
people have their hopes and credits set
on their favorite racer and it will take a
silver tongue to sway them. Upgrade the
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check once if the racer in question is not
in the lead.
As the racers roar over the finish line
inside the hangar the crowd erupts into
a cacophony of mixed cheers and
catcalls while the racers let their
vehicles settle to the ground.

The hangar begins to empty as fans and
racers alike begin filtering out to mourn
their loss or celebrate their wins before
the next heat. The players can go
anywhere during this time as long as
they are back in four hours for the next
leg of the qualifier.
If the players stay in the hangar:

If a member of the party finished
ahead of Sebulba:
A truly impressive string of curses rises
from behind the players as a goggled
helmet goes flying across the hangar
and nearly missed the player who
finished closest to Sebulba.
“Thats poodoo! Don’t think you have
a chance of winning!”
A group of lackeys will physically
restrain the shouting racer and haul him
away before he can physically assault
the players but his cursing can be heard
for nearly a minute after he’s out of
sight.
If no one finished ahead of Sebulba:
The triumphant Dug will stand on his
airspeeder and bask in the cheers of his
fans and the boos of his opponents. He
will turn to stare at the racers behind
him and spit off to the side before
declaring:
“Remember this! I always win!”

The hangar is nearly deserted save for a
pair of board officials when a group of
swaggering aliens enter from a nearby
door. They waste no time in
approaching the party and their leader,
a burly human, declares:
“We can’t have you winning anything
around here so heres the deal. Drop
out of the next race and get on back
to wherever you came from or we’ll
make ya.”
If the party does anything other than
agree and meekly leave the hangar, roll
initiative.
If the players leave the hangar, the
encounter begins on a narrow,
cluttered sidestreet on their way to
their destination.
The gang consists of six members and
are statted as:
2x Pirate Captains (Age of Rebellion
pg. 426)
4x Pirate Crew (Age pg. 425)

He will leave the hangar shortly after
with a gaggle of fans in tow, heading for
some undisclosed point to rest between
races.
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There is a distinctive lack of interest
when the fight concludes as even the
officials seem to barely notice the brawl.
The bodies, if any, are hauled away and
the floor cleaned as needed but no one
seems surprised at the violence.
If asked, the officials will shrug off the
attack and offer the player half hearted
congratulations, “At least you
survived. We had to disqualify one of
the racers last year.”
Otherwise there is very little info to be
gained unless the players can use the
Force to read their assailants minds.
Very close to the surface of either
Captains mind is the staggering amount
of 5000 credits per PC offered by
Sebulba to make sure they cannot race.
The second race begins similar to the
first. All the racers maintain their first
starting position, placing the players in
the middle of the pack again.
Sebulba seems intensly angry that the
player(s) are still in the face and he will
shoot them several angry glares as the
racers prepare to finish the second
qualifying race.
The second race uses the same set
of rules as the first. Sebulba and, if
he survived, Ignis are still used to
compete against the party. Sebulba
will take every opportunity here to
pass the player and will try and ram
the player who is furthest ahead in
the third leg of this race. The
persuasion rolls are the same as well.

With the race over, the party has
succeeded if any of them finished at the
head of the pack. A grinning Corlo
strides over to them and slaps the
winner on the back with an enthusiastic
laugh while the disappointed shouts of
an infuriated Dug reaches their ears.
“I admit, I didn’t expect you to win.
You’ve cost me quite a few credits!”
He winks once and continues, “But
not as many as you’ve made me
today. The chip is yours. My bookies
already gave me the numbers so
you’re all good to go!”
Corlo will hand the players their chip
and, eager to get back to his normal
business, leave to count his winnings.
If the players did not have a racer,
check the total results from every Charm
roll made during the race. If the players
have Sixteen total Success or Four
Triumph, they will have swayed enough
gamblers to Corlo’s bookies to satisfy
him.
“It’s a shame none of you could race
but you’ve made me more than
enough money to recoup what I’d
lose from this chip. Take it and tell
Forent to be more careful next time
he makes a bet with me.”
Players will receive the chip and be sent
on their way but they have one final
duty: If any player qualified they have a
chance to make a short speech and
effectively dedicate their win.
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Players can, during this time, attempt to
recruit any of the other racers with a
Difficult Persuasion check. Add a
boost die for any well roleplayed
speeches.
With their objective in hand, players can
either return to Gorent to inform him that
Corlo has been appeased or simply
leave. Maybe the fear will keep the
functionary honest.
If the party does not succeed at either,
Corlo does not approach them. If they
seek him out, he only gives them a
cursory glance from a datapad he’s
reading.
“What do you want? I’m trying to
salvage what I can and you didn’t
help matters anyway. Get going
before I get tired of looking at you.”
If the party decides to fight him here,
use the same layout as the first fight in
Act 3. After the fight, oncoming
authorities will force the party to make a
hasty retreat or face capture.
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Conclusion
Ask if players report Gorant’s gambling
habits.
The return flight to Echo Base is
largely uneventful despite the
important cargo carried in the
Harrier’s safe. Access to funding to
keep the Rebellion in the fight, to
keep agents like you fed, and to keep
noble ships like the Harrier in the air.
The transfer of the small credit chip
is handled before you have a chance
to set a foot off the ship.
An officious Rebel officer in a crisp
cold weather uniform meets you at
the base of the YT-1300’s ramp as
soon as the first freezing blast of
wind sweeps through the ship. He
accepts the chip from you and nods
once as he stows it in a small
personal lockbox. Once secured, he
nods to you and returns down the
ramp, uniform only vaguely
disheveled by his time outside.
A message from Crix arrives shortly
after. He congratulates you on a
mission well done and asks if you
managed to catch the speeder races
popular in the system. After listening
to your report, his reply is curt as
news of Gorant’s greed sours his
mood. “Very well. Get some rest, I’m
sure we’ll have need of you again
soon.”

Rewards
Module rewards will follow a standardized
curve. The standard rewards are presented
below, but may be modified depending on the
scope of the adventure and playtests.

All players gain 10XP
All players gain 500 credits
All players gain 15 Duty.
Any player who raced may take 1 rank of the
Shortcut talent for free.
Any player who participated and succeeded in
persuading gamblers to bet with Corlo may
take the first rank of Charm / Coercion for free.
Any player who qualifies in the race may note
down: Qualified in the Metal Cup
+10 Duty for players with Resource Acquisition
if they retrieve the credit chip.
+10 for players who participated in at least one
combat encounter
+15 for players with Combat Victory if they
fought both groups of gang members while
trying to rob Corlo
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+10 if the players manage to recruit the other
racers.
+5 for players with Internal Security if they
report Gorant’s actions at the end of the mod,
exposing a potential leak.
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Appendix 1:
Vandelhelm
Even though it was located along the Rimma
Trade Route, it was not discovered by the
Republic until 3053 BBY due to the planet
being obscured from sensors by the
Vandelhelm Cloud. Eventually two
independent prospectors Vandel and Helm
braved the cloud looking for rich minerals and
metals. Having found the planet to be rich in
ores, Vandel and Helm settled the planet with
their families, now named "Vandelhelm", and
after making finds on its surface, they used
the profits to form the first Metalsmiths Guild.
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